RULES: Fill out the location clues & upload your completed sheet to our site by Monday 6/14. Bonus points for snapping a selfie at each location & tagging #VolResearch. Don’t forget to make your posts public!

#1: Andrew Jackson, James K Polk, and Andrew Johnson may want to grab a bite to eat here. _________________________________

#2: This 97.5 ton campus landmark is the home of the original Vols Text Message Board. _________________________________

#3: Look up from the lawn outside of this building to see UT’s first checkerboard. _________________________________

#4: Walk across this bridge for the trek from the library to the Hill. _________________________________

#5: Breaking into a sweat is perfectly normal here. And if you do, jump in the pool after! _________________________________

#6: Visit the main desk at Tennessee’s largest library to test out your green thumb. _________________________________

#7: As UT’s official symbol, this statue lights the way (plus, you can use it to make s’mores!) _________________________________

#8: Visit OURF at the building located inside of this courtyard across from a basketball court. _________________________________